OMVC Rules (06-09)

Chapter 15 –Advertising
Subchapter 1 - General Provisions
465:15-1-1. Purpose
The purpose of this Chapter is to implement the intent of the legislature as declared in the
Oklahoma Motor Vehicle Commission Law by regulating the advertising of Commission
licensees by requiring truthful and accurate advertising practices for the benefit of the citizens of
this State.
465:15-1-2. Definitions
The following words and terms, when used in this Chapter, shall have the following meaning,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
"Advertisement" means an oral, written, graphic, or pictorial statement made in the
course of soliciting business, including, without limitation, a statement or representation
contained in a newspaper, magazine, publication, notice, sign, poster, display, circular,
pamphlet, letter, or on the Internet, radio, television, or any other type of media.
"Bait Advertisement" means an alluring but insincere offer to sell a product of which
the primary purpose is to obtain leads to persons interested in buying merchandise of
the type advertised and to switch consumers from buying the advertised product in order
to sell some other product at a higher price or on a basis more advantageous to the
advertiser.
"Clear and Conspicuous" means that the statement, representation, or disclosure is of
such size, color, contrast, and audibility and is presented so as to be readily noticed and
understood. All language and terms, including abbreviations, shall be used in
accordance with their common or ordinary usage and meaning. This standard shall be
met by the following:
(A) In a print advertisement:
(i) The type size of 5 ½ caps or larger shall be used in all disclosures.
(ii) Disclosures shall be located adjacent to the price or in an area clearly
marked with reference symbols. All reference symbol marks, such as
asterisks, must be type size 5 ½ caps or larger.
(B) In an audio advertisement:
(i) The disclosure shall be clear and understandable in pace and volume;
and,
(ii) The disclosure shall be placed at the end of the advertisement.
(C) In a television advertisement:
(i) The disclosure shall be in visual form so that the average viewer can
easily read and understand it.
(ii) The disclosure size shall be at least twenty (20) scan lines and each
disclosure shall appear continuously on the screen at least ten (10)
seconds.
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"Dealership addendum" means a form which is to be displayed on a window of a new
motor vehicle when the dealer installs special features, equipment, parts or accessories,
or charges for services not already compensated by the manufacturer or distributor for
work required to prepare a vehicle for delivery to a buyer. The addendum is to disclose:
(A) That it is supplemental and it should not be deceptively similar in appearance
to the manufacturer's label, which is required to be affixed by every
manufacturer to the windshield or side window of each new motor vehicle
under the Automobile Information Disclosure Act;
(B) Any added feature, service, equipment, part, or accessory charged and
added by the dealership and the retail price thereof;
(C) Any additional charge to the selling price such as additional dealership
markup; and,
(D) The total dealer selling price.
"Demonstrator" means those vehicles that are of the current or previous model year
which have not been sold, titled or registered to any type of purchaser and are used by
dealership personnel for demonstration purposes. Service vehicles, courtesy cars, daily
rentals, loaners, driver education and factory executive cars shall not be described as
"demonstrator" vehicles. Demonstrators may be advertised for sale, as such, only by a
franchised dealer of the same line-make of vehicle.
"Disclosure" means required information that is clear, conspicuous, and accurate.
"Factory executive/official vehicle" means a new motor vehicle with an original
Manufacturer's Statement of Origin, that has been used exclusively by an executive or
official of the dealer's franchising manufacturer, distributor, or their subsidiaries.
"Licensee" means any entity or person required to obtain a license from the Oklahoma
Motor Vehicle Commission.
"Manufacturer's label" means the label required by the Automobile Information
Disclosure Act, 15 U.S.C. Sections 1231-1233, (normally referred to as Monroney
Label), to be affixed by the manufacturer to the windshield or side window of each new
automobile delivered to a dealer.
"Program car" means a car that is purchased at a manufacturer's closed auction or sold
by or directly from the manufacturer or distributor which is a current or previous year
model, that has been previously tagged and/or titled, and returned to the manufacturer
for disposal.
"Rebate" or "Cash back" means a sum of money refunded to a purchaser or for the
benefit of the purchaser. The purchaser may choose to reduce the amount of the
purchase price by the sum of money or the purchaser may opt for the money to be
returned to the purchaser for his or her benefit.
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Subchapter 3 - Specific Advertising Regulations
465:15-3-1. General prohibition
A licensee shall not use false or misleading advertising.
465:15-3-2. Availability of vehicles
(a) Specific advertising. A licensee may advertise a price or savings claim for a
specific vehicle or line-make of vehicles for sale if:
(1) the specific vehicle or line is in the possession of the licensee at the time the
advertisement is placed, or the vehicle may be obtained from the
manufacturer or distributor or some other source, and this information is
disclosed in the advertisement; and,
(2) the advertisement sets forth the number of vehicles available or if the
advertisement pertains to only one specific vehicle, then the advertisement
must disclose that vehicle's stock number.
(b) General advertising. This Section does not prohibit general advertising of vehicles
by a manufacturer, dealer advertising association, or distributor, and the inclusion of
the names and addresses of the dealers selling such vehicles in the particular area.
465:15-3-3. Accuracy
All advertised statements shall be accurate, clear and conspicuous.
465:15-3-4. Bait advertisement
Any advertising of a "Bait" or "Bait and switch" nature is prohibited.
465:15-3-5. Layout
The layout, headlines, illustrations, or type size of a printed advertisement and the broadcast
words or pictures of radio/TV advertisements shall not convey or permit an erroneous or
misleading impression as to which vehicle or vehicles are offered at featured prices. No
advertised offer, expression, or display of price, terms, down payment, trade-in allowance, cash
difference, savings, or other such material terms shall be misleading and any necessary
qualifications shall be clearly, conspicuously, and accurately set forth to prevent any
misunderstandings.
465:15-3-6. Manufacturer's suggested retail price
The suggested retail price of a new motor vehicle when advertised by a manufacturer or
distributor shall include all costs and charges for the vehicle advertised, except that destination
and dealer preparation charges, and state and local taxes, title, and license fees may be
excluded from such price, provided that the advertisement conspicuously states that such costs
and charges are excluded. However, with respect to advertisements placed with local media in
Oklahoma by a manufacturer, distributor, or advertising association which include the names of
the local dealers for the vehicles advertised, if the price of a vehicle is stated in the
advertisement, such price must include all costs and charges for the vehicle advertised,
including destination and dealer preparation charges and may exclude only state and local
taxes, license, and title fees.
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465:15-3-7. Dealer price advertising
(a) Selling price. The most conspicuous price of a new motor vehicle, when advertised
by a dealer, must be the full and total selling price for which the dealer will sell the
vehicle to any retail buyer. The only charges that may be excluded from the
advertised price are:
(1) state and local taxes,
(2) license, and
(3) title.
(b) Qualification. A qualification may not be used when advertising the price of a
vehicle such as "with trade", "with acceptable trade", "with dealer-arranged
financing", or "with down payment".
(c) Rebate or savings claim. If an advertised price includes any rebates, cash back, or
other incentive, the ad must clearly disclose that the price includes the rebate or
incentive.
(d) Rebates only available to select consumers. The most conspicuous price or
payment of a new motor vehicle, when advertised by a dealer, must be the true price
that is available for every consumer. Rebates that are only available to select
consumers shall either be presented as additional savings to the select group, or
presented as separate prices or payments which clearly identify to whom the price or
payment applies.
465:15-3-8. Identification
(a) When the price, payment or savings claim of a vehicle is advertised, the following
must be disclosed:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

model year;
make;
trade, brand or style name; and
if other than a new vehicle, the vehicle must be identified as a used,
demonstrator, or a factory executive/official vehicle, or a factory program
vehicle.

(b) An illustration of a motor vehicle used in an advertisement must be that of the motor
vehicle advertised. If an illustration of the advertised vehicle is not available then the
dealer must clearly and conspicuously disclose the difference between the illustration
and the vehicle being advertised.
465:15-3-9. Demonstrators, executives and officials vehicles
If a demonstrator or factory executive/official vehicle is advertised, the advertisement must so
disclose.
465:15-3-10. Auction
Terms such as "auction" or "auction special" and other terms of similar import shall be used only
in connection with a vehicle offered or sold at a bona fide auction.
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465:15-3-11. Authorized dealer
The term "authorized dealer" or a similar term or indication shall not be used unless the
advertising dealer holds a franchise and a license to sell at the advertised location those
vehicles he is holding himself out as "authorized" to sell.
465:15-3-12. Lease advertisements
Vehicle lease advertisements shall clearly and conspicuously disclose that the advertisement is
for the lease of a vehicle. Statements such as "alternative financial plan", "drive away for
$____ per month", or other terms or phrases that do not use the term "lease", do not constitute
adequate disclosure of a lease. Lease terms that are not available to the general public shall not
be included in advertisements directed at the general public. All limitations and qualifications
applicable to the lease terms advertised shall be clearly and conspicuously disclosed as per
Federal Trade Commission Regulation "M".
465:15-3-13. Payment disclosure
All payment advertising shall be in compliance with Federal Trade Commission Regulations "M"
(Lease Regulation) and "Z" (Truth in Lending Act).
465:15-3-14. Prohibited statements
The following statements are presumptively false and misleading, and the burden of proving
otherwise shall be on the Advertiser/Licensee:
(1) Statements such as "everybody financed", "no credit rejected", "guaranteed
approval", “
you are pre-approved”
, and other similar statements representing or
implying that no prospective credit purchaser will be rejected because of his inability
to qualify for credit.
(2) Statements representing that no other dealer grants greater allowances for trade-ins,
however stated, unless such is the case.
(3) Statements representing that because of its large sales volume a dealer is able to
purchase vehicles for less than another dealer selling the same make of vehicles,
unless such is the case.
(4) Statements such as "factory direct prices", “
wholesale prices”
, “
factory sale”
, and
other similar statements that create the impression that the vehicle is being offered
for sale by the manufacturer or distributor of the vehicle, are prohibited. Dealers may
use terms such as “
factory authorized sale”only in conjunction with factorysponsored promotions and/or advertising campaigns. Statements such as “
we have
been selected”
,“
we have been chosen”
, and other similar statements, which imply
that the dealership has exclusive arrangements not available to other dealers, are
prohibited.
(5) A savings claim or discount offer is prohibited except to advertise specific new or
demonstrator vehicles. Statements such as "up to", "as much as", "from", shall not
be used in connection with savings or discount claims, unless the vehicle for which
the claim is made is clearly identified including stock number. Savings claims can
only be offered from the bottom line MSRP sticker price. Discounts shown on the
Monroney Sticker Label shall not be included in the advertised discount or savings
claim. The featured savings claim or discount offer for a new motor vehicle, when
advertised, must be the savings claim or discount which is available to any and all
members of the buying public.
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(6) The use of the terms "Free", “
Complimentary”
, or similar terminology is prohibited if a
consumer must make a purchase to obtain the "free" offer.
(7) The terms "dealer's cost", "invoice", "invoice price" or other reference to the cost of
the vehicle to the dealer shall not be used.
(8) No trade-in amount or range of amounts shall be advertised.
(9) A used vehicle shall not be advertised in any manner that creates the impression it is
new.
(10) Statements such as "we pay tag, tax and license", or statements with similar
meaning shall not be used.
(11) The use of the terms "liquidation", “
going out of business”
, or statements with similar
meaning, are prohibited unless a dealer is actually going out of business and ceasing
its operations at the licensed location. If a dealer is going out of business, these
terms can only be advertised during the period between the execution of a buy-sell
with the proposed buyer and written factory approval.
(12) An offer of a buy down rate is prohibited without the appropriate disclaimer: “
This is
a buy down rate. The amount of the buy down may affect the price of the vehicle”
.
(13) Terminology such as “
we will pay off your trade no matter how much you owe”or
statements with similar meaning shall not be used, unless accompanied by a
disclaimer indicating that pay off amount is added into the contract and is dependent
upon approved credit.
465:15-3-15. Dealership name
All advertisements must conspicuously display the name of the new motor vehicle dealership.

Subchapter 5 - Finding of Violation
465:15-5-1.1. Enforcement
Upon an allegation, by the Commission staff or person or entity, that an advertisement may be
in violation of a rule as referenced in this Chapter, the Executive Director, or his designee, will
investigate the allegation to determine if the advertisement is a potential violation. The
Executive Director, or his designee, will determine the action to be taken, which may include
correspondence to the dealer, an offer to enter into a proposed agreed settlement requiring
acceptance by the Commission, or to schedule a hearing in accordance with OAC 465:1-7-3.
The Commission has the authority, under Title 47, Sections 565 and 566, to schedule a hearing
at any time concerning alleged advertising violations.
465:15-5-1.2. Violation
The violation of an advertising rule shall be considered by the Commission as a violation of the
Oklahoma Motor Vehicle Commission Law, created by Title 47 of Oklahoma State Statute. In
addition to the specific advertising regulations, referenced in Subchapter 3, any other
advertising or advertising practices found by the Commission to be false or misleading shall be
deemed violations of the law, and shall also be considered violations of the general prohibition.
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465:15-5-2. Hearing
No licensee shall be held to be in violation of the foregoing rules of this Chapter including the
general prohibition, referenced in OAC 465:15-3-1, except upon a finding thereof made by the
Commission after notice and hearing as provided in the Oklahoma Motor Vehicle Commission
Law.

Chapter 20 –Temporary License Plates
Subchapter 1 - General Provisions
465:20-1-1. Purpose
The rules of this Chapter have been adopted for the purpose of complying with the provisions of
75 O.S. Section 250 et. seq. and 47 O.S. Section 1137.3, as amended. This chapter will provide
a description of the design and use of the temporary license plate for dealers who sell new
motor vehicles, travel trailers, or commercial trailers.

Subchapter 3. Design and Placement
465:20-3-1. Form and substance of the temporary license plate
(a) Plate size. The temporary license plate for all new motor vehicles, travel trailers, and
commercial trailers, except motorcycles and scooters, shall be 11 ½ inches in length and 6
inches in height.
(b) Cycle plate size. A temporary license plate for new motorcycles and scooters shall be 7
inches in length and 4 inches in height.
(c) Substance. The temporary license plate shall be of a weatherproof non-glare plasticimpregnated white substance with ink absorbing characteristics capable of withstanding
continual exposure to the natural elements such as water, mud and wind, without the loss of
form or content for a period in excess of thirty (30) days.
(d) Fastening. Fastener holes for placing the temporary license plate to the vehicle shall be at
an appropriate location for use of the factory installed mounting holes on the vehicle on which
the temporary license plate shall be placed.
465:20-3-2. Content of the temporary license plate
(a) Format. There shall be two rectangular shaped blocks for the month, two rectangular
shaped blocks for the day of the month, and two rectangular shaped blocks for the year
indicating the date of the sale of the vehicle. The blocks shall be of a size of at least 1 ¾ inches
in height and 1 ½ inches in width and pale or light toned green in color. The rectangular blocks
for the motorcycle and scooter temporary license plates shall be 1 inch in height and ¾ inch in
width. Preprinted below the two blocks on the left shall be the words “
SOLD MONTH”
; below
the middle two blocks shall be the words “
SOLD DAY”
; and below the two blocks on the right
shall be the words “
SOLD YEAR”
.
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(b) Ink type. Any writing on the temporary license plate not preprinted shall be applied by an
instrument using indelible black ink. The ink marker for writing in the date blocks should be
capable of making a mark of at least ¼ inch in width.
(c) Required verbiage. The temporary license plate shall have the following preprinted
language: The selling dealer’
s company name, the selling dealer’
s license number which is
issued by the Oklahoma Tax Commission, the word “
Oklahoma”or “
Okla”
, and the words “
30
Day Temporary Tag”
, and a line with the words “
Vehicle Year, Make, Model”below the line.
(d) Unique sequential number. In addition to the preprinted information recited in
paragraphs (a) and (c), the temporary license plate shall have a preprinted unique sequential
number of no fewer than six digits approximately one inch in height. The height of the
preprinted unique sequential number for a motorcycle temporary license plate shall be no less
than ½ inch. The dealer shall record the temporary license plate’
s unique sequential number on
the front of the vehicle’
s bill of sale in a conspicuous location. A dealer shall not issue more
than one sequentially numbered temporary license plate for the same vehicle sale.
(e) Purchaser information. The name of the purchaser shall be written on the temporary
license plate; or, in lieu of the name of the purchaser, the words “
see bill of sale”may be used.
If the term “
see bill of sale”is used, the purchaser shall retain the bill of sale in the vehicle at all
times until the vehicle has been registered in the purchaser’
s name.
(f) Recordkeeping. The dealer shall maintain a record of temporary license plates issued for a
minimum of three years from the date of sale. The record shall include the unique sequential
number, the date issued, the name of the purchaser and the year, make, model and vehicle
identification number, for which the temporary license plate was issued. The record shall be
available to Commission and law enforcement personnel upon request.
465:20-3-3. Location of the temporary license plate
Upon the sale of a new motor vehicle, the temporary license plate shall be placed on the vehicle
at the location provided for the permanent license plate, and shall be securely fastened so that
all of the required information remains visible while the vehicle is in motion on streets and
highways.
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